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I remember picking up a copy of USA Today at the Century Plaza
Hotel in Los Angeles during the annual Milken Family
Foundation conference the last week of June 1998. I brought the
paper to my table, and as I sat down for breakfast, a colleague
from another state showed me a page from his copy of the same
paper and asked if I had seen the headline on a major story
inside the paper. This is what the headline read: “Those who
can’t, teach in Massachusetts.” As I cleaned my coffee off my
shirt, and offered to clean his shirt as well, I found myself with
nothing to say. This is not something that happens to me very
often.

The truth of the matter was that even as the Massachusetts story
was making the headlines, our wheels were turning. In
Massachusetts tradition, it was time once again to throw the tea
into the harbor—or better stated, to make lemonade out of
lemons.
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Behind the Headlines

The headline referred to the results of the first test of prospective
teachers in Massachusetts. We had finally joined the 43 other
states that had made passage of specific teacher test(s) a
certification requirement for prospective teachers. Our testing
program, now called the Massachusetts Educator Certification
Tests™, was developed by National Evaluation Systems, Inc.
(NES®), and includes both a test of communication and literacy
skills and individual tests of subject-matter knowledge.1 Candi-
dates for teacher certification in Massachusetts must pass both
the reading and writing portions of the Communication and
Literacy Skills Test and the appropriate subject test for each
certificate sought. The tests were designed to respond to a call
for high-quality educators in our state’s public schools. They are
intended to be demanding, and include multiple open-response
items in addition to multiple-choice items. The Communication
and Literacy Skills Test is a customized test that requires several
written responses, including a summary, a composition, and
sentence revisions—as well as two components that are unique
in standardized testing: an exercise in which the teacher
candidates transcribe a piece of dictation, demonstrating their
ability to listen and use writing mechanics accurately, and a
section on defining parts of speech, in which the candidates must
generate a written response instead of just selecting from a list of
four possible definitions.

                                                          
1 Effective October 2001, the title of the educator licensure testing program will change
from Massachusetts Educator Certification Tests™ to Massachusetts Tests for Educator
Licensure™.
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In that first test, administered in April of 1998 and reported that
June, 1,794 individuals took both the Communication and
Literacy Skills Test and the test in the subject they intended to
teach. A decent 71 percent passed the reading subtest of the
Communication and Literacy Skills Test and a fair 62 percent
passed their subject test, but the other results were far more
unsettling. A decidedly weak 59 percent passed the writing
subtest, and those who passed both the Communication and
Literacy Skills Test and their subject test comprised a
staggeringly embarrassing 41 percent of the pool.

Four in ten had passed. The other 60 percent could not get a
certificate and, therefore, a job as a public school teacher in
Massachusetts.

A Call to Arms

This “shot heard ’round the world” (literally, because of the
newspaper’s distribution) sent Massachusetts into an uproar.
State political leaders roared their dismay and vowed to act.
Some of the deans of schools of education and faculty in teacher
training programs rose to challenge the test itself. Classroom
teachers felt the sting, too, because editorial writers wondered
how well existing teachers would have fared if they too had had
to take the tests.

At the State Board of Education, our interim commissioner
abruptly resigned. A new interim commissioner was named. He
was David Driscoll, my predecessor as deputy commissioner
and a man with 30 years of experience in education. David had
also been in Los Angeles for the USA Today debacle. On our
return, we went to work.
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A New Direction and a Clear Vision

Commissioner Driscoll was probably in a unique position to
make lemonade out of lemons. The Board was very eager to have
the new interim commissioner turn the tide of public opinion
around. Teachers considered him a man sensitive to their point
of view. And he brought very good relations with both sides of
the political aisle, an important asset at a time when the State
House and Senate were run by the Democrats and the governor’s
office was held by a Republican.

During the next thirty days, Commissioner Driscoll worked to
forge a bipartisan consensus behind an aggressive teacher-
quality enhancement initiative. Serendipitously, the state was
sitting on a budget surplus of $1 billion. The president of the
State Senate wanted to set aside $100 million of this surplus for
teacher quality enhancements, and already there were many
proposals on the table. While the Senate president wanted
signing bonuses for new teachers, to attract bright candidates to
the profession, the Speaker of the House wanted to see an
emphasis on supporting and retaining good veteran classroom
teachers. The governor wanted to introduce a program to
provide free college tuition to bright high school graduates who
would commit to becoming teachers. And the commissioner
himself was pushing a comprehensive program designed to
reach a broad spectrum of the education community, from
youngsters in middle schools in newly revitalized Future
Teachers of America clubs all the way to teacher retirees, and
encourage them to step into—or back into—the teaching ranks.

On July 27, 1998, four weeks after the teacher test results were
released, Commissioner Driscoll, joined by the governor, the
Senate president, and the Speaker of the House, called a press
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conference inside our statehouse. He spoke about the need to
seize the moment of the release of the teacher test results to issue
a call in support of “the nobility and dignity of teaching.” As
Commissioner Driscoll said,

From the 12-year-old student who comes to recognize
the appeal of a teaching career to the 62-year-old veteran
who sparks enthusiasm in new teachers, we need com-
prehensive state action for improving Massachusetts’
future teaching force by attracting, training, retaining,
mentoring, and developing our top teachers into masters
of their profession.

We need programs such as the Future Teachers of
America clubs to excite middle and high school students
of diverse backgrounds about the nobility of the teaching
profession; we need $20,000 signing bonuses, spread
over the first few years of a teacher’s career, to break the
mold and entice our highest achievers to enter this
profession; we need to enhance the Attracting Excellence
to Teaching Program to offer significant loan-forgiveness
packages to the best and brightest college graduates; we
need to offer full scholarships at state colleges and
universities to top-performing high school students to
encourage them to commit to a career in teaching; and
we need to remove costly and time-consuming barriers
and create greater flexibility to entry into teaching and to
achieving full certification.

In the Commissioner’s vision, endorsed by the state leaders at
this press conference, new teachers would be “apprentice
teachers” mentored by veteran “master teachers.” He called for a
corps of 1,000 master teachers to be created by 2003; state funds
to be used to reimburse and reward the master teachers who
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complete the National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards (NBPTS) program and mentor new teachers; a state
recertification process based on subject-matter competence and
performance, not seat time, and tied to higher standards with
accountability as its central element; opportunities for teachers to
enter or exit the profession through part-time and job-sharing
arrangements; and opportunities for veteran teachers to pass on
their wisdom and experience to the next generation of teachers.

That was July 27. Fourteen days later, on August 10, the
governor signed into law a bill that captured each of those so-
called “12-to-62” components. The bill set aside $60 million as a
permanent endowment to support the teacher-quality enhance-
ment initiatives that are outlined in it.

Newsworthy Success

Since that summer of 1998, Massachusetts has continued to
administer the teacher tests and the passing rates have risen
considerably. The passing rates for the reading and writing
subtests of the Communication and Literary Skills Test, which
had been 71 and 59 percent respectively after the first test,
climbed to 75 to 80 percent for reading and 73 to 82 percent for
writing in subsequent administrations through June 2000.
Passing rates for the subject tests averaged 69 percent through
June 2000, up from 62 percent after the first administration, and
the combined pass rates have gone from the initial 41 percent to
an average of 56 percent (Figure 1). And these increases come
despite a broadening testing pool: Instead of 1,800 candidates at
a sitting, we routinely have 3,000, 4,000 or even 5,000 test takers.
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Figure 1
Passing Rate (Communication and Literacy Skills Test and

Subject Test Combined) for First-Time Test Takers of
the Massachusetts Educator Certification Tests
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While some of the increase in the number of test takers may be
attributable to the fact that we have added prospective school
administrators to the pool of required test takers, or that there is
now a steady contingent of test re-takers (about 20 percent of the
pool each time), in the view of many analysts inside and outside
of the profession there is another, even more fundamental reason
why the numbers have climbed. We assert that there is a greater
interest in this profession now that standards for entry to it have
been raised. We believe that, with time, and in combination with
higher teacher salaries, better working conditions, and a growing
sense of respect for the challenges of this profession, the
implementation of a testing program for prospective teachers
attracts good people to the field.

Over the past two years, teacher training programs at institu-
tions of higher education in Massachusetts have been under the
gun. At the same time, we at the Massachusetts Department of
Education have created our own teacher training program,
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which we now call the Massachusetts Institute for New Teachers
(MINT). This is a seven-week training course, complete with
100 hours of student teaching in the mornings and reflection,
writing, planning, and study in the afternoons, for people who
have never been public school teachers but have extensive
subject-matter knowledge. To be accepted into MINT, teacher
candidates must meet the criteria we established for our
nationally known $20,000 signing bonus program. For recent
college graduates, the standard is objective and clear: graduation
in the top 10 percent of the class, or a 3.5 grade point average in
the major field, or a 3.5 average overall, or a score in the top
tenth percentile on the GRE® Test or LSAT®. For a mid-career
applicant, what is important to us is the applicant’s experience
and character. And it is important to note that to be accepted into
MINT, all applicants must pass the full teacher certification
testing regimen, like any other prospective teachers. The
interesting fact is that the pass rate for our MINT applicants
since the program’s inception has averaged nearly 90 percent.

In the first two years, more than 1,700 people from 40 states and
6 countries have applied for the Massachusetts Signing Bonus
Program for New Teachers and the accelerated MINT training
program. In year one, we chose 59 applicants; in year two,
117 applicants were selected. Of these, 58 percent are mid-career
professionals aged 30–54 who are entering teaching for the first
time. Thirty-eight percent are men, 62 percent are women,
13 percent are minorities, and 80 percent will be teaching in the
high-need areas of mathematics, science, foreign language, and
special education.
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Lemonade from Lemons

What is the evidence that our aggressive approach to
recruitment is working? Our first cohort has completed its first
year. Six of the 59 left the classroom, two due to the rigors of the
job, and four for personal or family reasons. We surveyed all of
the new teachers, their summer supervisors, and their school
principals. Here are the encouraging findings:

• Principals rated 81 percent of new MINT-trained
teachers equal to (32 percent), above (23 percent), or well
above (26 percent) the average new teacher from a
school of education.

• Remarkably, compared to all faculty, veteran and new,
71 percent of MINT-trained teachers were rated equal
to (42 percent), above (19 percent), or well above
(10 percent) average by their principals.

• Principals in the highest-need schools in Massachusetts
gave a larger proportion of the highest ratings (above
average and well above average) to new MINT teachers.

• Also, 90 percent of the principals stated that they would
hire more of our MINT-trained teachers in the future.

• The majority of principals indicate that their MINT-
trained teachers have a positive impact on their schools.
In fact, 80 percent of principals said that our teachers
had a positive impact on the overall school environment
(10 percent said negative), 71 percent said they had a
positive impact on curriculum development (3 percent
negative), and 55 percent said they had a positive impact
on student academic achievement (10 percent negative).
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We are very pleased with these results, and we intend to expand
the MINT accelerated training program to 1,000 individuals by
the summer of 2003. Those 1,000 teachers could constitute about
20 percent of our annual demand for new teachers in
Massachusetts. In my view, this competition with the traditional
schools of education will strengthen those programs and the
MINT program as well. And that is good for all, including
students.

Turning the Headlines Around

When it comes to teacher certification testing in Massachusetts,
we have come a long way in a relatively short period of time.
The public—and public school—uproar and political upheaval
generated by the initial testing results in 1998 have given way to
a public and professional appreciation for the high standards on
which the demanding tests that once failed almost 60 percent of
teacher candidates are based. The state has been forced to find
innovative new methods of providing the high-quality teachers
our students require, and we have met that challenge with the
Massachusetts Signing Bonus Program for New Teachers and the
Massachusetts Institute for New Teachers.

We must fight to preserve the gains we and our teachers have
made, but there is a new and pressing obstacle to education
reform in Massachusetts, and it requires a response just as
comprehensive. This new challenge is eroding public support for
using the student tests of the Massachusetts Comprehensive
Assessment System (MCAS) as a graduation requirement for
high school students (Figure 2).
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Figure 2
Public Support for MCAS Graduation Requirement in

Massachusetts from 1998 to 2001
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The level of strong public support for the MCAS graduation
requirement has declined from a high of 58 percent in October
1996 to 33 percent in April 2001. While the combination of strong
support and lukewarm support still gives us a 50 percent rating,
we are concerned. We believe that our efforts to turn this decline
around reflect our commitment to stay the course for higher
standards in Massachusetts public education. And that is a news
story we want to spread.
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